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TIME ESCAPE 
90 minutes of excitement, action and a common goal 

 

A thrilling escape game with the task to save the past and future of mankind.  

 

The story of the Time Escape Game begins when, after years of experimentation, the genius Professor Brown 

has developed a formula that allows him to travel through time. But a dangerous secret service tries to get hold 

of the valuable formula with all means. Their goal is total control over the past, present and future of mankind.  

 

In order to save humanity from the misuse of the time travel formula, the teams must secure and decipher the 

formula, and that before the secret service succeeds. Armed with an iPad and a notebook full of secrets, there 

are ten puzzles to crack. Who will keep their nerves? Which team will be the first to decipher the time formula? 

An exciting race begins! 

 

Duration 1.5 - 2 h 

Availability - Daily 

- 365 days a year 

Location Throughout Switzerland, at the location of your choice 

Group size - 20 to 500 persons  

- Small groups on request  

Price per person  from CHF 69.00 per person, depending on the group size 

Included in the price - Event preparation: consulting, timing and scheduling, adaptation to your 

individual end location 

- Event implementation: Fully supervised event activity by experienced and 

motivated event leaders and guides (introduction, team allocation, support, 

showdown) 

- Team equipment: team bag incl. iPad, map, roadbook 

- Software features: live score, team visibility, souvenir photos 

Not included in the price - 7.7 % VAT 

- Outward trip and return trip 

Additional options 

per person 

 

Languages German, English, French on request (price by time and cost) 

Tipp Combine your event with a team cooking, dinner or apero. 

 


